Tennis Match Results
Boston College vs Clemson
Apr 17, 2021 at Clemson, S.C.
(The Duckworth Family Tennis Facility)

Clemson 6, Boston College 1

Singles competition
1. Cristina Mayorova (CU21) def. #107 Kylie Wilcox (BC) 5-7, 6-3, 6-4
2. Sophia Hatton (CU21) def. Yufei Long (BC) 5-7, 6-3, 6-3
3. M. Middlebrooks (CU21) def. Marice Aguiar (BC) 6-3, 7-6 (7-5)
4. #102 Laura Lopez (BC) def. Ali DeSpain (CU21) 6-3, 6-4
5. Lana Sipek (CU21) def. Maria Ross (BC) 5-7, 6-1, 6-2
6. Laura Marti (CU21) def. Loren Haukova (BC) 6-0, 6-1

Doubles competition
1. #89 Yufei Long/Kylie Wilcox (BC) def. Cristina Mayorova/Sophia Hatton (CU21) 6-4
2. #38 Laura Marti/Ali DeSpain (CU21) def. #53 Marice Aguiar/Laura Lopez (BC) 6-2
3. M. Middlebrooks/Eleni Louka (CU21) def. Reagan Posorske/Loren Haukova (BC) 6-3

Match Notes:
Boston College 4-9 (2-9 ACC)
Clemson 8-14 (2-10 ACC)
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (6,4,3)